
Feature Category Description

AI Resume Parsing
Uses AI for precise data extraction and multi-
lingual support in resume screening.

Candidate
Matching

Analyzes and matches candidates to high-
potential profiles using bimetric scoring.

AI GPT Integration
Automates job description crafting, email
template generation, and summary creation.

Automated Email
Sequencing

Facilitates timely follow-ups in communication.

Chrome Extension
Enables easy candidate sourcing from platforms
like LinkedIn.

Integrations
Connects with over 5000 tools and apps via
Zapier and Integrately.

Customizations
Offers 100% customization for fields,
dashboards, emails, and pipelines.

Email Capabilities
Includes features like 1-click integration and
automated triggers.

Reporting and
Analytics

Provides comprehensive reports and
dashboards for performance analysis.

Resume/CV
Formatting

Allows branding of resumes sent to clients.

Hotlists
Facilitates the creation of talent pools for
efficient recruitment.

GDPR Compliance Ensures privacy and accuracy in data handling.

Client
Collaboration

Streamlines candidate submission and feedback
collection from clients.

Kanban Boards
Visualizes recruitment workflow for better
tracking and management.

Job Board Posting
Enables job promotion on over 2000 premium
job boards.

Advanced Search
Filters

Facilitates radius and boolean searches within
the database.

Communication
Tools

Includes call features and call records within the
system.

Candidate History
Provides insights into the complete candidate
lifecycle.

Organizational
Tools

Offers features like notes, tasks, calendars, and
file management.

Data Management
Allows linking of notes, call logs, or meetings to
multiple records.

Revenue Pipeline
Insights

Provides a view of business opportunities
through the deals pipeline.

Direct Application
Links

Facilitates direct job applications through
individual links.

Customer Support
Offers 24/7 live chat support with quick
response times.

Team Management
Customizes roles and teams within the system
for structured management.

Mobile
Accessibility

Provides native iOS & Android apps for on-the-
go management.

Multilingual
Support

Supports multiple languages for wider
accessibility.

Invoicing Simplifies billing with client invoice generation.

Legal Compliance
Ensures GDPR and EEO compliance in
recruitment practices.
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